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Abstract.
We are interested in the solution of incompressible flows possessing den

sities that vary both discontinuously and smoothly. Smooth density vari
ations might be caused by temperature effects, whereas abrupt variations
are present at immiscible fluid interfaces. If interfaces are present, we wish
to model their gross topological changes. The desigI1 of an incompressible
flow algorithm that maintains solution accuracy and simulation robustness
in the presence of density variations presents challenges, especially if the
variations are discontinuous and topologically complex.

We discuss the construction of robust, high-fidelity fractional-step pro
jection methods for computing such flows. We focus on algorithms for the
projection, the numerical linear algebra, and interfacial physics such as sur
face tension. Also discussed are algorithms for multi-dimensional advection
and volume tracking. Numerical examples are presented to illustrate our
current capabilities.

1. Introduction

The flow of incompressible fluids with discontinuous density variations (in
terfaces) occurs in widespread applications. Water/air free surface flow is
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214 W.J. RIDER ET AL.

a classical example, e.g., a water drop falling into a pool of water. Another
important example is the filling of a cast metal mold with a molten metal
alloy. Yet another is the production and transport of micron-sized ink drops
during inkjet printer operation. Reliable simulation of these types of flows
demands a numerical model with accuracy, fidelity, and robustness.

Accuracy is defined as the quality of deviating slightly from fact. For
our purposes, this definition is refined as the measured error for a given so
lution. There is also a distinction between order of accuracy and. numerical
accuracy. For reasonable grid resolution, methods with a higher order of
accuracy can be accompanied by significantly larger numerical error than
the lower order method. This naturally leads to our next definition.

Fidelity is defined as exact correspondence with fact. A solution that
possesses fidelity is one that is physically meaningful. A method is con
sidered to be high-fidelity when it produces soluti0ns that are accurate
relative to the computational resources (the mesh size) applied to them.
For example, interface tracking mechanisms can increase solution fidelity
by maintaining interface discontinuities as the interface is advected and/or
undergoing topological change.

Robustness is the property of being powerfully built or sturdy. A ro
bust method will not fail in a catastrophic manner, but rather "degrade
gracefully." Robustness implies that the algorithm can be used with confi
dence on a difficult problem. The degree to which the degradation is grace
ful is subject to interpretation. A robust method should produce physically
reasonable results beyond the point where accuracy is expected or achieved.

In the next several sections we will focus on the key elements in our
incompressible flow solvers. In Section 2 we introduce our projection algo
rithms for discretizing the incompressibility constraint in a robust manner.
Next, in Section 3, we discuss issues related to solving the pressure equa
tion effectively. The methods for computing interface and flow kinematics
(advection) are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 follows with an introduc
tion and discussion of our surface tension model. Next we present a set
of sample applications to amplify our arguments. Finally, in Section 7, we
conclude with a summary of various outstanding numerical issues.

2. Projection Methods

Here we introduce the principal aspects of a projection method. Our basic
goal with projection methods is to advance a velocity field, u = (u, v)T with
out regard for the solenoidal nature of u, then recover the proper solenoidal
velocity field, ud (\7 . ud = 0). The means to this end is a projection oper
ator, P, which projects ud out of u:

ud=P(u).
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VARIABLE DENSITY INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 215

The velocity u can be decomposed into a solenoidal yector, ud, and a curl
free vector, expressed as the gradient of a potential, Vep. This decomposi
tion is written

or

pu = pud + Vep, (1)

(2)

where (J = 1/p. Taking the divergence of (2) yields an elliptic equation for
ep:

\7 . u = \7 . (JVep. (3)

Given the solution ep to equation (3), ud results from the correction,

ud = u - (JVep.

2.1. PROJECTIONS: THE BASIC IDEA

Our fractional-step algorithm consists of a predictor step, in which the
solenoidal nature of the velocity field is ignored, and a corrector step, in
which a projection recovers the solenoidal velocity field. In the predictor
step, the time n velocity in cell (i,j), ui,j' is advanced with the convection
diffusion equation:

*,n+l n r( )n+4 n+~ n- 1
Ui,j Ui,j - b.t u . Vu i,j + (Ji,j Gi,j<p 2

_ I/(J~:~ L . . (un +u*,n+l) _ fn+~ ] (4)
2 IJ IJ '

where Gi,j is the discrete gradient and Li,j is the discrete Laplacian. This
provides a nominally second-order discretization. The advection term is
discretised with an unsplit high-order Godunov method (Bell et ai., 1989;
Colella, 1990). For variable density flows, this method is described in (Bell
& Marcus, 1992; Puckett et ai., 1997).

Several variations of the projection implied by (4) are possible. By re
moving the gradient of pressure from (4), ep in equation (3) is actually a
pressure rather than an increment in pressure. The form of u in the discrete
divergence on the LHS of (3) can be chosen several ways, e.g., the advanced
time predictor velocity, u*,n+l, or the predicted change, (u*,n+l - un). One
might assume these differences to be higher order effects, but experience has
shown otherwise for both exact and approximate projections, as discussed
later.
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216 W.J. RIDER ET AL.

An exact projection results when the Laplacian operator (L) on the
RHS of equation (3) is derived from the discrete discrete divergence (D)
and gradient (G) operators: L = DaG. The discrete velocity divergence
in an exact projection is zero to within the convergence tolerance of the
solution to equation (3).

The exact discrete projections given above provide a good foundation in
the numerical implementation of projection methods, but have some prac
tical difficulties. These problems are discussed in (Almgren et ai., 1996;
Lai et ai., 1993). The pressure/velocity decoupling can interact poorly with
localized source terms (e.g., chemical reactions), le'ading to instabilities.
Additionally, the local decoupling renders multigrid techniques cumber
some (Howell, 1993), and hampers the implementation of adaptive grid
techniques (Almgren et ai., 1993; Howell, 1993).

To address these problems, new types of projection algorithms have
been developed. In "approximate" projections, introduced in (Almgren et
ai., 1996), the operator L is derived from a discretization of the continuous
projection operator. The discrete velocity divergence in an approximate
projection is not zero, but is rather a function of the truncation error. The
operators D and G have the same form as the exact projection, but the
Laplacian is modified.

2.2. ROBUST PROJECTION METHODS

In approximate projections, the velocity divergence is not constrained to
be zero (to some small tolerance), hence robust algorithms can be elusive.
We will demonstrate this with a single test problem, then describe improve
ments.

The principal problem with approximate projections is the presence
and growth of null spaces in the discrete operators, which is manifested
as high-frequency noise. This noise can be controlled by identifying and
filtering unphysical velocity modes (Lai, 1993; Rider; 1994) or by carefully
formulating the form of the approximate projection (Rider, 1994). Without
these steps, approximate projection methods are prone to failure on more
difficult problems.

We currently damp these spurious modes in two ways: the explicit ad
dition of a high-order viscosity, or the use of an iterated projection derived
from a discrete stencil that differs from the approximate projection stencil.
These methods are most effective when used in concert.

The formulation of the projection directly affects the time evolution of
the discrete divergence. If the divergence on the LHS of (3) is the difference
between the predicted and old time velocity,

V' . (u*,n+l - un) , (5)
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VARIABLE DENSITY INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 217

then the discrete divergence errors accumulate in time. On the other hand,
if a predictor velocity is used,

V' . u*,n+l , (6)

than the discrete divergence errors do not accumulate in time, which is
preferable. It should be noted that equation (5) is the form standard in the
literature.

Consider the following test problem, which will illuminate these subtle
issues. A circular drop with radius 0.15 is placed at (0.5,0.75)' in a unit
square computational domain that is partitioned with a 64 x 64 grid. Grav
ity is unity (downward) and all boundaries are frictionless (free-slip). The
drop fluid is 1000 times more dense than the background fluid (having unit
density). The flow is integrated forward in time to t = 1 using the Euler
equations. A high-order Godunov method and an unsplit piecewise linear
volume tracking algorithm (discussed in Section 4) .is used to advect the
flow. The CFL number is ! unless otherwise stated. The unsteady flow is
computed with variations of both the exact and approximate projection
methods. Each method demonstrates second-order convergence (in space
and time) on sufficiently smooth problems.

Solutions obtained with the standard exact and approximate projection
methods (i.e., without filters) are shown in Figure 11. Both solutions exhibit
spurious features in the velocity field in the flow above the drop. The exact
projection solution (Figure la) displays some velocity field decoupling and
slight asymmetries. Despite the use of a smaller time step in integrating
the flow (CFL=1/4), the approximate projection solution in Figure Ib is
unacceptable. As discussed later, this solution is compromised in part be
cause projection in equation (3) is the projecting equation (5) and solving
for a pressure increment rather than a total pressure.

When the predictor velocity (u*,n+l) is projected (rather than the veloc
ity difference) and the total pressure (rather than the pressure increment)
is solved for in equation (3), the drop solutions improve significantly, as
shown in Figure 2. The exact projection solution in Figure 2a now exhibits
symmetry and a coupled velocity field. The approximate projection solution
(Figure 2b) additionally requires velocity filters before its solution quality
matches and surpasses that of the exact projection. The decoupled velocity
field and asymmetries evident in Figure 1b are effectively suppressed.

1The standard formulation solves for an increment in pressure and projects yo .
(u·,n+! - u)
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n

(a) Exact pressure increment projection
of the velocity difference.

I ........ --l~-----~

n

(b) Approximate pressure increment
projection of the velocity difference.

Figure 1. Drop solutions for our standard exact and approximate projections. Both
solutions use a grid where all variables are cell-centered. The droplet outline and the
velocity streamlines are shown. In both cases the projection equation LHS is given by
equation (5).

3. Linear Algebra

The cost of incompressible flow solutions based on projection methods is
typically dominated by the effort required to find solutions to the elliptic
pressure equation (3). Designing an efficient and scalable method for solving
this system of linear equations is therefore of paramount importance. We
have used three methods in our study: a preconditioned conjugate gradient
(CG) method, a multigrid (MG) method, and a multigrid preconditioned
conjugate gradient (MGCG) method. Our results indicate that the MGCG
method is the most effective.

3.1. CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHODS

Because the exact and approximate projections produce symmetric semi
positive-definite and positive-definite systems of linear equations, we can
use CG methods (Golub & Van Loan, 1989). We can also employ precondi
tioning to improve convergence, which is especially important when density
ratios across interfaces are large. Typically we use an incomplete Cholesky
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o

(a) Exact pressure projection of the pre
dictor velocity.

o

(b) Filtered approximate pressure pro
jection of the predictor velocity.

Figure 2. The end product of the changes in the projection formulation and the filtering
of approximate projections. The projection equation LHS is given by equation (6).

method or some other iterative procedure (SSOR, Jacobi) in finding ap
proximate solutions to the preconditioning equation.

Several properties of preconditioned CG method's ability to solve equa
tion (3) are worth noting. First, it is extremely robust (having never failed in
our experience), and is also general, being applicable to any of our exact or
approximate projections. On the other hand, the amount of work required
by the preconditioned CG method grows as N3/2 (N is the total num
ber of unknowns). Therefore the CG method demands an ever-increasing
proportion of the CPU time as the grid is refined.

3.2. MULTIGRID METHODS

Solutions to the linear systems arising from approximate projections can
also be obtained with a MG algorithm (Briggs, 1987). Use of a MG algo
rithm is desirable because of its attractive scaling. The operation count for
classical direct linear algebra solution techniques (e.g., Cholesy) scale like
N3. This scaling improves to N 2 for banded solvers that take advantage of
the structure of the linear system. MG scales linearly with N. Thus, MG
(where it works) will eventually provide the fastest route to a solution as
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the grid is refined.
One of the most important tasks in formulating a MG algorithm is

the approximation of the coarse-grid linear equations. One approach is
using intergrid transfer functions to define variational or Galerkin coarse
grid operators. The complication and expense of this task, however, has
motivated a simpler approach based on suggestions in (Liu et ai., 1992;
Lai, 1993). The operator remains the same, as do the boundary conditions
on the course grids, but a must be defined at each level. The basic idea is
to construct coarse grid approximations that produce an average cell value
for aV <p that is identical to the fine-level value. In using the cell-centered
MG framework, this control volume derivation of the equations comes quite
naturally.

We find that our MG algorithm converges quickly to a solution in most
cases, but fails on occasion with flows having interfaces possessing large
density variations and complex topology (e.g., a drop splashing into a pool).

3.3. MULTIGRID PRECONDITIONED CONJUGATE GRADIENT

Our current solution to the MG robustness problem is to employ the sym
metric MG algorithm to precondition a standard CG method. The idea
was first proposed and demonstrated by Tatebe (Tatebe, 1993). Experi
mentation has proven the utility of combining these two methods. This
combined MGCG method usually scales like a MG algorithm, but occa
sionally CG-like scaling is exhibited. Nevertheless, we have found it to be
robust. Ultimately we wish to design a robust method that consistently
exhibits MG-like scaling.

4. Advection and Interface Tracking

4.1. HIGH-ORDER GODUNOV METHODS

We now discuss the basic principles of our advection method, which is
based on the framework established in (van Leer, 1984; Bell et ai., 1988;
Colella, 1990). Our method ha..<; many similarities with Colella's formu
lation, as modified for incompressible flow algorithms based on projec
tion methods (Bell et ai., 1989). These methods are "unsplit", i.e., a full
multi-dimensional solution is updated in a single time step. Single-step,
multi-dimensional integration is important because the incompressibility
constraint is inherently multi-dimensional. The flow solver should therefore
reflect the intrinsic coupling of the velocity field.

Multi-dimensional advection algorithms are constructed via the time
centered approximation of the dependent variables at cell-edges. Time
centering is accomplished with the variable's full PDE (with all terms in-
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cluded). While the details of the methods are given in the above-stated
references, important contributions in the use of these methods have re
cently been made. Brown and Minion discuss the nature of these solutions
when resolution is not adequate (Brown & Minion, 1995), and Minion has
suggested stability-enhancing improvements (Minion, 1996).

4.2. VOLUME TRACKING OF INTERFACES

The essential features of volume tracking methods are as follows. First, an
initial (known) fluid interface geometry is used to generate initial fluid vol
ume fractions in each computational cell. This task requires computing the
volume truncated by the fluid interface in each cell containing an interface.
Exact interface information is then discarded in favor of the discrete volume
fraction data.

Interfaces are subsequently "tracked" by evolving fluid volumes in time
with the solution of a standard advection equation. At any time in the so
lution, an exact interface location is not known, Le., ~ given distribution of
volume fraction data does not guarantee a unique interface topology. Inter
face geometry is instead inferred (based on assumptions of the particular
algorithm) and its location is "reconstructed" from local volume fraction
data. Interface locations are then used to compute the volume fluxes neces
sary for the advective term in the volume evolution equation. Volume fluxes
are therefore approximated geometrically rather than algebraically. Typi
cal implementations of these algorithms are one-dimensional, with multi
dimensionality built up through operator splitting. The assumed interface
geometry, interface reconstruction, and volume flux calculation typically
comprise the unique features of a given volume tracking method.

Our piecewise linear volume tracking algorithm, as implemented, is
straightforward, simple, and extensible. This is accomplished by drawing
upon the extensive literature available in the field of of computational ge
ometry (O'Rourke, 1993). The algorithm is robust, second-order accurate in
time and space, and is constructed from a set of simple geometric functions.
A detailed account of our volume tracking algorithm, including compari
son with other methods, is given in (Rider & Kothe, 1996). Pilliod and
Puckett (Pilliod & Puckett, 1997) also review and analyze volume tracking
methods, as well as introducing their own unsplit time integration scheme.

5. Surface Tension

Our current models for interfacial surface tension begin with methodology
established in the continuum surface force (CSF) method (Brackbill et al.,
1992). The basic premise of the CSF method to model physical processes
specific to and localized at fluid interfaces (e.g, surface tension) by applying
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the process to fluid elements everywhere within interface transition regions.
Surface processes are replaced with volume processes whose integral effect
properly reproduces the desired interface physics. This approach falls under
the general class of immersed interface methods (Leveque & Li, 1994) whose
origin dates back to the pioneering work of Peskin (Peskin, 1977). The CSF
method lifts all topological restrictions without sacrificing accuracy, robust
ness, or reliability. It has been verified extensively in 2-D flows through its
implementation in a classical algorithm for free surface flows (Kothe et al.,
1991; Kothe & Mjolsness, 1992), where complex interface phenomena such
as breakup and coalescence have been modeled.

In the CSF model, surface tension is reformulated as a volumetric force
given by

(7)

Here 85 is a surface delta function and fs is the surface tension force per
unit interfacial area (Brackbill et at., 1992):

fs = TK,n + V'5T , (8)

where T is the surface tension coefficient, V'o5 is the surface gradient, n is
the interface unit normal, and K, is the mean interfacial curvature:

K, = -(V' . n) . (9)

The first term in (8) is a force acting normal to the interface, proportional
to the curvature K,. The second term is a force acting along the interface
(tangentially) toward regions with higher surface tension coefficient values.
The normal force tends to smooth and propagate regions of high curvature,
whereas the tangential force tends to force fluid along the interface toward
regions of higher T.

The surface delta function was proposed in the original CSF model to
be (Brackbill et at., 1992)

(10)

where c is the characteristic (color) function uniquely identifying each fluid
in the problem and [c] is the jump in the color function across the interface
in question, which is unity since volume fractions serve as the color function
in this work. If a wide stencil is used for n in (10), then 85 will be nonzero
in cells that are in close proximity to the interface. We currently force
805 to be zero in these cells, which causes the CSF to be non-zero only
within the interface transition region. A proper 88 insures that the CSF is
normalized to recover the conventional description of surface tension as the
local product K,h -+ o.
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Despite the success of the CSF model and related immersed interface
methods, outstanding issues remain (Kothe et ai., 1996). If these issues can
be resolved adequately, a wider range of surface tension-driven flows will
be modeled reliably. For example, improved forms for Os, displaying better
convergence and smoothness properties, are needed. Our current numerical
results are very sensitive to the form used for Os, indicating that the quality
of CSF model relies heavily on the quality of the form used for Os (Kothe
et al., 1996). Recent results by Aleinov and Puckett (Aleinov & Puckett,
1995) motivate the use of other kernels, such as the Peskin kernel (Peskin,
1977) or higher-order Nordmark (Nordmark, 1991) kernel.

Perhaps the most stringent test for a surface tension model is a test
of the ability to maintain an equilibrium (minimal energy) configuration.
A 2-D or 3-D static drop is such an example (Kothe et al., 1996). Here a
perfectly spherical drop is placed in a lighter-density background fluid, and
all forces are ignored except the drop interfacial surface tension. The drop
should remain stationary, as the net surface tension force is zero. An in
compressible flow solution for this system, however, generates false flow dy
namics (dubbed "parasitic currents") that can grow with time (sometimes
unbounded) (Kothe et ai., 1996). The source of these currents originates
in part with the surface tension model, as the computed pressure gradi
ent at the drop interface does not exactly cancel the surface tension force.
New developments in surface tension models must address this inability to
maintain an equilibrium configuration.

6. Applications

6.1. A MOLD-FILLING PROBLEM

As an example of our current 3-D capabilities, consider the following sample
"mold-filling" problem. A rectangular box, spanning a :s x, y :s 24 and
a :s z :s 30, is partitioned with 24 x 24 x 30 unit cubical cells. The box
is initially filled with a quiescent background fluid having a density ten
times less than the filling fluid. At time zero, filling fluid is injected with
velocity (0.0, 0.0, -88.6) through a hole in the box at a :s x, y :s 5 and
z = 30 (the top corner). The background fluid is allowed to escape through
a vent at 19 :s x, y :s 24 and z = 30 (the opposite top corner). Gravity is
(0.0, 0.0, -980.6), and both the background and filling fluid are assumed to
be incompressible and inviscid. Surface tension at interfaces between the
background and filling fluid is neglected. The filling dynamics (as inferred
from the interface topology) are followed up to a ti~e of 3.0.

As is evident from Figure 3, which depicts the filling fluid interface
topology at four different times, this idealized calculation presents an ener
getic and rigorous test of our ability to model complex topology free surface
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flows encountered in the mold-filling process. Solutions here are obtained
with a cell-centered approximate pressure projection method without fil
ters. Equation (6) is used for the LHS of the projection. Interfaces are
tracked with our piecewise-planar volume tracking method (Kothe et ai.,
1996). Additional results of this simulation (including animations) can be
found in (Kothe et ai., 1995).

Next we consider another difficult interfacial flow application, namely
the production and transport of ink drops in an inkjet printing process.

6.2. INKJET PRINTER NOZZLE

Surface Tension The presence of the surface delta function in the expres
sion for the continuum surface tension force is often a source for instabilities
and poor convergence of projection methods. If we suppose that the sur
face tension coefficient T is constant, then the singularity can be eliminated.
Upon substitution of (8) and (10) into equation (7) for the surface tension
force, and using the relation nlVcl = Vc, we can write

(11)

Of course, this equation is valid only if /'i, is defined in the entire domain
and is smooth. This is not the case, since /'i, is defined only on the interface,
but if the interface is smooth then /'i, can be spread smoothly over the entire
domain by some simple averaging procedure. In this case the first term in
the RHS of (11), which contains the main singularity, can be included into a
definition of the pressure and the remaining surface tension force expression
will be less singular (it will contain a Heaviside function instead of a delta
function). In other words, we can introduce new definitions for the pressure
and surface tension force

p= p - a/'i,C (12)

F\ = -acV/'i,. (13)

for which the Navier-Stokes equations will have the same form, except the
volumetric force will not have a delta function. This method was used by
Sussman (Sussman et ai., 1996) with a level set method. We have found
this method to be more robust than the standard CSF method. It enabled
us to perform computations for which the standard CSF method failed
(e.g., the computation presented here).

Geometry If the computational domain has a complex geometry, spe
cial techniques are required to impose the boundary conditions. We use
a Cartesian grid, in which a regular rectangular grid is cut by external
boundaries. Such a grid remains rectangular away from the boundary but
has irregular "incomplete" cells on the fluid-body interface. The algorithms
described above need to be reformulated for the irregular boundary cells.

egpuckett@ucdavis.edu
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional simulation of a box being filled with a heavier fluid from
the top corner. Shown is the filling fluid interface topology (the 0.5 volume fraction
isosurface) at four different times.
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The problem that arises in the velocity advection algorithm is due to
the CFL constraint that requires a time step size to be proportional to
the cell size. Since we want to model an arbitrary geometry, we may have
very small cells on the fluid-body boundary. This places a severe restriction
on the time step size, slowing down the computations and causing other
difficulties. We solve this problem using the flux redistribution algorithm,
described in (Almgren et al., 1997), which allows us to use a time step size
computed according to the regular cell CFL constraint. The general idea
is to first advect velocities using a conservative transport algorithm while
ignoring the fluid-body boundary. Next, in each boundary cell we apply a
correction computed according to the stability requirement. Extra fluxes
resulting from this correction are then distributed over the neighboring
cells. Though stability of this algorithm has not been proven, its behavior
is robust in our experience.

A general approach to elliptic solvers is to use a standard stencil for
elliptic operator away from the boundary, but modify it for irregular cells.
We use a finite element approach to the approximate projection in which
pressure is located at the vertices of a regular grid. This algorithm is trans
ferred to a Cartesian grid by changing the domain of integration in the
weak form of the evolution equations. Integrals over the entire cells are re
placed by integrals over those parts of the cells which are inside the fluid.
The viscous solver can also be reformulated for a Cartesian grid, though it
requires more work. At the moment we use a "stair-step" approximation
for the viscous solver in which boundary cells are treated as if they are
entirely in the fluid and no-slip boundary conditions are imposed at edges
entirely in the wall.

Volume tracking methods are more complicated on Cartesian grids,
since they need an interface to be reconstructed and transpQrted within
non-rectangular cells. Currently we employ a "stair-step" approximation
for interface reconstruction in those cells. Another issue in the presence of
multiple fluids and boundary cells are contact angles between fluid-fluid
interfaces and the fluid-body boundary. At the moment we allow only two
contact angles for wettable and non-wettable surfaces.

Computations Figures 4 and 5 depict computations made for ejection
of water into air from the nozzle of an ink jet printer. The surface inside the
nozzle is assumed to be wettable and the surface outside the nozzle to be
non-wettable. Although our numerical method is purely two-dimensional,
the surface tension force is computed using cylindrical symmetry. This is
necessary, because curvature in the third dimension is significant in such
problems, therefore neglecting it gives unrealistic results. Uniform Dirichlet
boundary conditions on velocity are used on the lower boundary. Other
boundary conditions for velocity are free flow on the upper boundary and
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Figure 4- Ejection of water into air from a nozzle: 1/2 cosine wave impulse. The di
mensions of the domain are 60 x 240 microns, with the duration of the impulse being
10 p,s. The grid is 32 x 128 cells. The fluid densities are 1000 kg/m3 and 1 kg/m3 with
viscosities of 0.001137 kg/m sand 0.00001776 kg/m s.

no-slip on the left and right boundaries. The inflow velocity at the bottom
boundary is given by an impulse model using 1/2 and 1/4 of a cosine wave
to ~ 30 ItS, followed by no further inflow. In both cases the duration of
the impulse and the amount of the injected fluid are the same, except the
impulse shapes are slightly different. We are interested in following the
formation of the droplet and its separation from the nozzle. In both cases
we observe the formation of a satellite, with its size depending on the shape
of the impulse. The slightly unphysical meniscus shape at 0.53 microseconds
is due to our initial conditions (flat surface) being incompatible with the
specified contact angle.

7. Next Steps

We have made significant progress in achieving the goal of constructing
accurate, robust solvers for variable density incompressible flows with dis
continuities. Despite significant progress, much work remains. Application
of our methodology to a wider variety of flows is focusing our attention on
current weaknesses. Chief among these is the extension of our method to
nonorthogonal, three-dimensional grids, which is currently being pursued
in a new casting simulation tool (Kothe et at., 1995). Additional research
effort is targeting improved surface tension models. as their robustness and
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o
,- J91U

o

Figure 5. Ejection of water into air from a nozzle: 1/4 cosine wave impulse.

accuracy is currently less than satisfactory. Efficient linear algebra on 3-D
complex grids is needed, hence will also be the focus of future efforts.
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A VARIATIONAL APPROACH TO DERIVING SMEARED
INTERFACE SURFACE TENSION MODELS

DAVID JACQMIN
NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio

Abstract.
Smeared-interface surface tension models can be derived variationally.

The advantage of the variational approach is that the resulting models,
both continuum and discrete, conserve total energy. This paper explains
the variational approach and shows how to apply it to derive energetically
consistent CSF (Brackbill et al., 1992) and distributed force (Unverdi &
Tryggvason, 1992) surface tension models.

1. Introduction

Smeared interface models have recently become popular for conducting
numerical simulations of multi-phase flow. These models use fixed grids and
model the interface as having finite width that is resolvable on the grid. The
fractional presence of a phase can then be represented by a field variable
that varies continuously through the interface. Fluid properties are keyed
to this variable and surface tension forces are distributed through the width
of the model interface. These models have slow convergence but they allow
the approximate solution of problems that would otherwise be intractable.

This paper gives a brief introduction to the use of a variational method
for generating such models. The method starts with a model of the ther
modynamics, or, if the system is isothermal, just the free energy density, of
the model two-phase fluid. The surface tension forces are derived from the
fact that advection can change fluid energy, by changing shape, but doesn't
change total energy. An advective process that changes fluid energy must
therefore be subject to forces that change kinetic energy so as to keep the
total energy constant. Calculus of variations can be used to investigate ar
bitrary advective perturbations to the system and to deduce the required
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offsetting forces. The method is really the same as the method of virtual
work commonly used in elasticity and to analyze mechanical systems. The
variational approach is applicable to both discrete and continuum energy
models. A great advantage of the method is that its resulting surface tension
models are always energy conserving.

The two main smeared surface tension techniques are the distributed
force method of Unverdi & Tryggvason (1992) and the continuum surface
tension method of Brackbill, Kothe & Zemach (1992). A newer technique is
the phase-field method (Anderson & McFadden, 1996; Antonovskii, 1995;
Chella & Viiials, 1996; Jacqmin, 1995b, 1996; Jasnow & Viiials, 1996;
Nadiga & Zaleski, 1996). This method is the source of the ideas to be
discussed and applied here.

The method of Unverdi & Tryggvason tracks interfaces by following the
advection of control points. These points mark the smeared interface's cen
ter. The interfaces are further defined by connecting the control points by
curves or line segments (in 2-D) or triangular surfaces (in 3-D). Surface ten
sion forces are calculated from the control point positions and distributed to
the fixed grids. Changes in fluid properties across the interface are smoothed
so as to occur over several grid cells.

In the continuum-surface-tension method of Brackbill et al. the surface
tension forcing is set equal to the interface gradient times its curvature.
The total forcing on the fluid through an interface is thus proportional to
the interface's gradient-averaged curvature. The method has been applied
using volume-of-fluid (Lafaurie et al. 1994; Rider et aI., 1995; Kothe et al.,
1996), TVD (Jacqmin,1995a), and level-set (Sussman et al., 1994; Sussman
et aI., 1996) methods. VOF methods actually use what amounts to two
functions to define an interface. The transition from one phase to another
is represented by a "color function" which varies from 0 to 1. VOF advec
tion operating on this color function generates a very steep interface, less
than two cells wide. This is too steep to allow smooth curvature calculations
so surface tension forcing and material property variations are computed
using a locally averaged (mollified) form of the color function. The level
set method makes use of a smooth "approximate-distance" function. The
zero value of this function marks the smeared-interface center. Convection
methods appropriate for smooth functions can be used. The function is ini
tialized as a distance function and thereafter maintained against excessive
advective distortion by relaxation, downgradient to the (evolving) distance
function, and/or by occasional reinitializations. Surface tension forces are
found by calculating the curvature of the function in the vicinity of its zero
level.

The above methods are based on models of surface tension forces. Phase
field methods are based on models of fluid energy. The simplest model of
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energy density that gives two phase flow is

1 - 2
e = ZalV'CI + ,B\II(C) (1)

a formulation that goes back to van der Waals (1893). The first term is
gradient energy, the second bulk energy. Two phases are possible if \II has
two minima. The phase field method uses smooth advection routines with
interface profiles maintained against distortion by energy-downgradient an
tidiffusion.

This paper will show how the variational approach works and how the
distributed force method and the VOF version of the CSF method can be
derived variationally . A motive for this work has been to find out how the
mollified color function can be made consistent with energy conservation.
I show how this can be done and also briefly indicate some possibly useful
additional smoothing techniques.

2. Variational Derivation of Surface Tensiori Forces for an In
compressible, Isothermal Fluid System

The surface energy of an isothermal fluid system is equal to its surface
area times its surface tension a. To keep the analysis simple, consider a 2D
system with surface height h a single valued function of x. Then the energy
of the system is

F is the free energy of the system, K the kinetic energy. The variation of
the free energy with time is

dF = aJ ah/ax a
2
h dx

dt }1 + (ah/ax)2 at8x

Upon integrating by parts this becomes

dF Ja ( ah/ax ) ah J ahdI = -a ox )1 + (oh/ox)2 at dx = -a K(X) at dx

(3)

(4)

where K(X) is the interface curvature. The integration by parts requires
boundary conditions for h. Either h fixed or contact angle fixed can be
used.

The evolution of h is given by the kinematic equation

oh oh
-=v-u-
at ax

(5)
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and the evolution of K is given by

~~ = JJ(Fxu + Fyv)dxdy (6)

The effective part of F, since the pressure in an incompressible fluid doesn't
change total kinetic energy, is due only to surface tension forcing. The total
energy £ remains constant. This gives

This is true for arbitrary incompressible i1 and therefore F must, to within
the gradient of an arbitrary scalar field, be

8h
Fx = -a8(y - h)/'1,(x)

8x
(8)

F is a vector delta function with magnitude equal to aV1 + (8hj8x)2 /'1"

the surface tension times the curvature times interface length per dx.
In terms of u and v the evolution of free energy is given by

Comparing to (8), we see that

(9)

F __~ dF
x - 8u dt

F __~ dF
y - 8v dt (10)

(11)

This relationship is generally applicable to smeared interface models, both
continuum and discretized.

3. Variational Derivation of Surface Tension Forces for a Dis
cretized Interface

The simplest case is given by an interface with straight line segments con
necting the control points. For this the free energy is

F = aL V(Xi+1 - xd2+ (Yi+l - Yi)2

The evolution of free energy is given by

(12)
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where
of = (J(Xi - Xi-l + Xi - Xi+l)
OXi Si-I/2 Si+I/2

and similarly for of/OYi. Sm+I/2 denotes J(Xm+l - xm)2 + (Ym+l - Ym)2.
If the discretized interface is modeled as being in a continuum fluid then

dxi/dt = U(Xi, Vi)' Application of (10) yields

(14)

delta-function forces located at the control points. If the fluid velocity field
is discretized on a fixed grid then movement of a control point must be
determined by an interpolation from nearby velocity grid points. In general,
dXi dYi
- = L aijUj, -d = L bijVj. Then
dt. t.

J J

glvmg

(15)

(16)

We see that the interpolation stencils for calculating grid velocities set
the distribution of surface tension forces to the grid. Interpolation of grid ve
locities to the control points and distribution of forces to the grid cannot be
done independently while maintaining energy conservation. If, for smooth
ness, a wide distribution of surface tension forces to the grid is desired, then
a wide stencil should be used for the interpolation of the velocities.

Another device could be used to help ensure smoothness, the use of dif
fusion or relaxation to prevent small scale jaggedness on the interface. The
simplest relaxation process that is downgradient in free energy, and there
fore guaranteed smoothing because it moves in the direction of reducing
surface area, is

dXi _ D oF ( )ill - - OXi 17

This, however, works equally on all wavelengths. A process that works
mainly on small scales is

(18)
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This can be further modified, while remaining proveably downgradient, to
meet the constraint of no net change of phase volume.

All the above can be done in three dimensions, though some of the
geometric calculations are then much lengthier. The simplest general case
is that of control points defining a triangulated surface. Rates of change of
triangular areas must be calculated in order to find dF/ dt and the forces.

4. Variational Derivation of Surface Tension Forces for the Con
tinuum Surface Tension Model

The CSF model of Brackbill et al. assumes smeared interfaces. The fluid
phases are represented by a field variable that will be taken here to be the
color function C. This is assumed to change in a continuous fashion through
an interface from 0 to 1. The forces in the fluid are modeled as proportional
to the curvature of the color function field times its gradient:

(19)

The free energy density corresponding to this is aIVCj. This can be shown
using the same approach as in the previous sections. We have

F = / alVCldV

from which

dF = a/ ~C . V(8C) dV
dt IVCI 8t

After integration by parts (21) becomes

dF = -a / K 8CdV
dt 8t

For an incompressible fluid

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

8C 8C 8C 8uG 8vG- = -u- -v- = --- ---
at 8x 8y 8x 8y

The middle of (23) inserted into (22) immediately leads to the CSF forcing
given by (19). Insertion of the right hand side followed by an integration
by parts leads to

(24) differs from (19) by the gradient of aKG but this difference is negated
by the fluid's incompressibility. For (19) the scalar potential that maintains
incompressibility is the true pressure, for (24) it is the pressure plus aKC.
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There are many possible discrete versions of (19). Since VOF CSF uses a
mollified C for computing curvatures I consider here a free energy expressed
in terms of Mi, the discrete mollified color function. Mi is formed by a local
averaging of Ci; Mi = Lj aijCj , where Lj aij = 1. The discrete free energy
densities formed from the Mi have the general form

Ii = aLL'Yijk(Mk - Mj )2
j k

A simple discretization on a square grid is

(25)

where ik,l is the free energy density at grid point (Xk' yd and h is the grid
spacing.

The free energy functional is the sum of the free energy densities times
area factors, F = Li Adi. Its variation is

~ Ai :~j / aAj is the discrete curvature Kj. As an example, the curvature

corresponding to discretization (26) is

Kk,l = ~ h L (-f1 + -fl) (Mk,l - Mk+r,l)
v.t. r=±l k+r,l k,l

1 (1 1)( )+-- L --+- Mkl-Mkl+J2h s=±l ik,l+s ik,l ' ,s

From the relationship between M and C

dMj/dt = L ajkdCk/dt
k

The evolution of Ck is

(28)

(29)

(30)dCk '" (- -)---;It = ~ UkmCmUm + {3km C mvm

(30) is applicable to a general unstructured grid in which the Um and Vm
are located at cell interfaces and the Ck are located at cell centers. The Cm
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are located at the cell interfaces. In the VOF method the Cm are calculated
via nonlinear interpolations between the C in nearby cells. The summation
in m includes just those interfaces m that border the cell k. The akm and
f3km are zero except for the two ks, say k_ (m) and k+ (m), that are divided
by the interface m. The values of ak+,m and f3k_,m depend on interface
orientation, interface length, and cell area. Also, if the cells k_ and k+ have
the same area, {ak-,m,f3k-,m} = -{ak+,m,f3k+,m}.

Substituting (30) into (29) and then the result into (27), we obtain

~ = (J L Cm ( L akm L ajkAj/'i,j) U m
m k=k_,k+ J

+ (JLCm( L f3kmLajkAj/'i,j)vm (31)
m k=k_,k+ j

from which

Fx = -(JCm L akm L ajkAj/'i,j = -(JCm L akmAkKk (32)
k=k_ ,k+ j k=k- ,k+

Fy = -(JCm L f3km L ajkAj/'i,j = -(JCm L f3km AkKk (33)
k=k_ ,k+ j k=k- ,k+

at (xm,Ym)' The Kk are locally averaged curvatures, K,k = Lj ajkAj/'i,j / Ak.
(32-33) shows that mollifying C results in a secondary smoothing: U and v
are then forced by mollified curvatures. If a mollified C is used to compute
curvature then this curvature must be further mollified in order to conserve
energy. This mollified curvature field is what is used to force u.

An additional smoothing technique is available, the use of smeared or
averaged velocities to convect the C. Instead of (30) one can use

(34)

where {um, vm} = {Ln bmnun, L n bmnvn}, Ln bmn = 1. U and v must sat
isfy the discretized continuity equation. A diffusive process that maintains
continuity constraints can be used to derive and define the smoothed ve
locities. The surface tension forcing that results is

Fx = -(J 2:>mn(Cm L akmAkKk)
m k=k_,k+

Fy = -a L bmn (Cm L f3km AkKk)
m k=k_,k+

(35)

(36)
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at (xn, Yn). This constitutes a local averaging of the forces given in (32-33).
As with the distributed force model, this averaging mirrors the averaging
given the velocities.

Before closing, one minor difficulty with the CSF method needs dis
cussing, the indefiniteness of the curvature in locations where gradients are
zero. Where this occurs curvature calculations must be made using some
limiting procedure. In discretized systems a zero gradient means the dis
cretized free energy is zero. This results in divide-by-zero problems when
calculating curvatures. Numerators are also zero so the curvatures are un
defined.

In the continuum case the problem is resolved by using the momentum
forcing given by equation (19). (19) gives either a zero or a smoothly varying
non-zero forcing when the gradient is zero. In the latter case, which holds
at maxima and minima with non-zero second derivatives, the local forcing
can be calculated by interpolation from nearby points.

The form of the surface tension forcing (32-33) for the VOF CSF model
is equivalent to that of (24). It is difficult to transform it to the form of
(19) because of the nonlinear calculation of the em. There are, however, at
least two alternative ways to resolve the curvature issue.

One way is to use free energy densities for the curvature calculation
that are averaged over each time step. An averaged ftee energy density will
be zero only if it is zero initially and remains unchanged throughout the
time step. In this case, however, it can be dropped from the calculation
- to be specific, from the first summation in (27) - because it makes no
contribution to free energy change during the time step and can thus make
none to changes in momentum.

Another, perhaps easier, way to resolve the problem is to use a modified
free energy density. One possibility is

(37)

The modified curvature corresponding to this is zero whenever the gradient
is zero for any positive E. A non-zero E also gives smoother surface tension
calculations. It introduces an O(€) error into the calculation of the surface
energy but this can be made small compared to the error already introduced
by interface smearing.
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